The Latin American and Caribbean research seminar, Autumn term 2005:

Coordinator: Staffan Löfving

6/9  "Repression’s memory and officiality: The significance of the Truth Commissions in Argentina and Chile”, Fernando Camacho Padilla.

20/9  “Lynchings on the Frontier of Modernity: Todos Santos, Guatemala” Gavin Weston.

26/9  “Affirmative Action: Dilemmas for an Erstwhile Mestizo Republic in a Multicultural World”, Peter Fry.


24/10  “Metodologías interdisciplinarias en estudios latinoamericanos”; Jussi Pakkasvirta.


15/11  “Caribbean Crises in the face of Global Integration. The Case of Trinidad and Tobago 1980 – 1995)”, James Wardally

13/12  "Hemmastadd i stan? Aymayratal ande migranter i La Paz", Charlotta Widmark.